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Abstract
This thesis analyses the position and representation of Aboriginal women on the
Newcastle and Hunter region frontier during the nineteenth century. Through
analysing the conditions and treatment of Aboriginal women by the European
community, this thesis examines the effect that colonisation had on Aboriginal
women. By deconstructing the European male representation of Aboriginal women in
relation to domestication and domestic service this thesis gains a clearer
understanding of the colonial project and the Aboriginal women's place within it.
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Introduction
Finding the female frontier of the Newcastle and Hunter Region can at times be a
difficult endeavour. In order to locate the Aboriginal women's presence and role
amongst traditional and colonial society, the historian has a host of sources available yet almost all are written by European men, the colonisers. In order to understand the
position and actions of Aboriginal women during the 1800s, this thesis examines the
way in which these women were recorded, understood, analysed and represented. By
doing so, a picture emerges of the way in which Aboriginal women lived and the
impact that the colonial project had on their communities and individual lives.
Understanding the nature of violence in Newcastle enables a greater
appreciation of the pressures that colonial society placed on Aboriginal women. The
most important informants for the abuse of Aboriginal women are Reverend Lancelot
E. Threlkeld and a host of clergymen throughout the region who reported on the
condition and position of Aboriginal people in 1846. As the main target of abuse
within their community, Aboriginal women often became the victims of damaging
cross-cultural contact. The impact that th�se episodes of violence had are multitude,
ranging from the contraction of sexually transmitted diseases, a steeply declining
female population and the destruction of traditional roles within their society. These
issues of dispossession and mistreatment are extended into the domestic realm, where
Aboriginal women were increasingly required to fulfil the expectations of
domestication.
The pressures of the colonial project on both the European and Aboriginal
people heralded the importance of 'domestication' and the incorporation of
Aboriginal men and women into domestic service roles. The domestic representation
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of women provides valuable information about the pressures placed on women and
the positions they were increasingly encouraged and coerced into inhabiting. Whilst
the ulterior motive of domestication for men such as Threlkeld centred on his role as a
. missionary, others such as Robert Dawson of the Australian Agricultural Company
had significant economic interests in involving Aboriginal women in the colonial
project and thus by extension, 'civilising' them. The male representation of
Aboriginal women and the attempts to domesticate them demonstrates the importance
of the domestic sphere to the colonial project, as an inviolable space that protected
European morals, religion and employment. Through understanding these issues and
the sources that represent them, this thesis offers an enhanced understanding of the
nature of the frontier in Newcastle during the 1800s.

The use of the word 'frontier' can be synonymously interchanged with
'contact zones', as both are representative of the matrix that existed in the Newcastle
and Hunter region. As an advancing, and less commonly, retreating force, the frontier
involved the ebb and flow of contact between European and Aboriginal society. The
Newcastle frontier was a multi-layered experience for both European and Aboriginal
people, involving interactions amongst themselves, between convict and free settler,
free settler and Aboriginal,. Aboriginal and convict, convict and government. This
contact could be positive, involving a cultural exchange of knowledge and the
physical exchange of goods and labour. This exchange, however, required the
breakdown of Aboriginal society to the extent that Europeans could utilise Aboriginal
service in exchange for desperately needed food and shelter. 1 While analysing the
position that Aboriginal people were placed in, it is important to acknowledge the
1

John Turner and Greg Blyton, The Aboriginal ofLake Macquarie: A BriefHistory (Newcastle: NCP
Printing, 1995), 35-37.
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resistance that occurred throughout the Hunter region, as the area was an active
frontier that frequently witnessed violent clashes between coloniser and those in the
process of being colonised.2 It is important to remember that during this time, the
Aboriginal people of the Hunter Region were not yet colonised, but in the process of
being colonised and that our perception of the frontier and the dominance of European
bodies and voices is as a result of hindsight, perhaps not representative of the reality.3

The Aboriginal people represented in this thesis are often depicted in the
primary sources as an homogenous group, yet are representative of an array of
different people throughout the Hunter Region. Due to the prominence of Threlkeld as
a source and to his place of residence, the Awabakal people of the wider Lake
Macquarie region are the main Aboriginal group represented.4 Similarly, through the
records of Dawson and his residence at Port Stephens, the various Worimi people are
also prominent. From further out into the valley, the Gringai, Darkinung and Wanarua
people are also significant.5 As James Miller has stated, European geographic
distinctions are arbitrary when one considers the fluid movements of people beyond
the Hunter Valley. 6 Thus one of the largest and geographically extensive people, the
Kamilaroi, are also important figures. It is all of these people and their ancestors that I
acknowledge in piecing together this story and to whom I address the following quote
from Inga Clendinnen:

2

James Miller, Koori: A Will to Win. The Heroic Resistance, Survival and Triumph ofBlack Australia
(Sydney: Angus and Robertson Publishers, 1985), 33.
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Separation', Australian Feminist Studies 16 (2001): 69.
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To Aboriginal listeners I say: you have lived your history, while I have only retrieved what I
can from books. I must ask your tolerance for the liberty I am taking-a necessary liberty, because it is
through reading that most ofus come to understand our fellow human being better.7

In my aim to recover and draw out the Aboriginal women's experiences in the
Newcastle and Hunter region my research is aligned with similar attempts to fill the
void in Australian history regarding the involvement and position of Aboriginal
women. Whilst other historians have been carrying out this same project throughout
Australia for decades, no similar studies have been conducted of the Newcastle and
Hunter region frontier. Thus Aboriginal women remain written out of our local
history. The omission of women from earlier traditional studies such as Keith
Clouten's Reid's Mistake (1967) reflects a history that was not yet awakened to the
'Great Australian Silence' by W.E.H. Stanner, one year later, in 1968.8 Other more
modem studies on the local region include John Turner and Greg Blyton's The
Aboriginals of Lake Macquarie (1995) and James Miller's Koori (1985). Published
ten years apart, these studies incorporate the important progress made in the
understanding of Aboriginal culture and agency, begun in the 1970s by historians
such as Henry Reynolds.9 They are fine studies of the position and action of
Aboriginal people in the Hunter Region, yet they rarely analyse the position of
women.
Perhaps the most significant reason why women are ignored in this type of
historical study is the nature of the sources dealing with Aboriginal people in the
Hunter Region. To locate the identity and position of Aboriginal women within these
7
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sources, one has to have that express purpose in mind, as references to them are very
few. Whilst Threlkeld recorded a vast amount of infonnation on Aboriginal lives, as a
reflection of his era and the character of the man himself he mostly neglects to
mention Aboriginal women directly. By analysing the traditional sources in a different
way, by looking through the accounts to gain different perspectives than those
traditionally analysed, this thesis reinstates the female story into the local histories in
order to create a more complete picture of the Hunter Valley frontier.

The problem of sources is a common issue to those undertaking historical
study. Both Anna Johnston and Niel Gunson give a comprehensive analysis of the
background and motivations of the main informant, the missionary Reverend L.E.
Threlkeld. 10 As Threlkeld is the main source it is vital to understand the background
and motivations of Threlkeld and both Johnston and Gunson assist in this
understanding in different ways. Gunson, as the editor of Threlkeld's works, gives
important information on the biographical details of Threlkeld's life. Gunson's
contribution is significant for the compilation of Threlkeld's papers but also for a
large amount of research on Threlkeld's earlier life, the importance of his missionary
role and also of his colonial actions that impacted on his depiction of Aboriginal
people. Yet Johnston's interpretation of Threlkeld is key to understanding the
importance of Threlkeld as a missionary and the impact that his missionary
background had on his actions and records. Johnston, in offering a more modem
scholarly analysis of the importance that religious attitudes has on missionaries and
the impact this has on their recording of events, is key to the understanding of
10

Anna Johnston, 'A Blister on the Imperial Antipodes: Lancelot Edward Threlkeld in Polynesia and
Australia', in Colonial Lives Across the British Empire: Imperial Careering in the Long Nineteenth
Centwy, ed. David Lambert and Alan Lester (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006), 58-87.
Gunson, 'Introduction', vol. 1, 8-29.
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Threlkeld in this thesis. Both historians have informed this thesis by detailing the
curious aspects of Threlkeld's character, the influence of religion on his values and
judgments and the position that he inhabited. I I By analysing Threlkeld and his writing
as Johnston and Gunson have done, one can better understand Threlkeld's
representation of Aboriginal women and the implications this had on their position.

Notable attempts to identify Aboriginal women's agency include work by
Lyndall Ryan, Ann McGrath and more recently, Lynette Russell. In rectifying the
absence of women from Australian history, these authors have emphasised the
importance that individual women's decision-making had on the historical process.
Both Ryan and McGrath depict women as being simultaneously controlled by external
circumstances and as wielding significant control of their own sexual destiny. I2 This
understanding of a dual process is important for Aboriginal women in the Hunter
region as these women were placed under significant pressure from colonial society.
By incorporating the analysis offered by Ryan and McGrath, acts of compliance under
these circumstances could, to a certain extent, be viewed as the actions of empowered
individuals rather the reaction of the weakened and dispossessed.
Aboriginal women's agency is also demonstrated by Lynette Russell, whose
analysis of infanticide as a form of resistance is important for an understanding of the
issue. Russell's summary of the position of women and the use of infanticide as a
demonstration of independence from male power derives significantly from Gillian
Cowlishaw's original analysis of the intricacies and social implications of infanticide
in Aboriginal communities. 13 Taking both Russell's and Cowlishaw's position on
Johnston, 'A Blister on the Imperial Antipodes', 58-87. Gunson, 'Introduction', vol. 1, 8-29.
Lyndall Ryan, The Aboriginal Tasmanians (St Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1981), 69.
Ann McGrath, Born in the Cattle: Aborigines in Cattle Counlly (Sydney :Allen and Unwin, 1987), 74.
13 Gillian Cowlishaw, 'Infanticide in Aboriginal Australia', Oceania 58 (1978): 262.
11
2
1
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infanticide into account I am able to generate my own interpretation of infanticide,
tailored to the specific situation of the Hunter frontier.

The issue of domestication and domestic service is an area of scholarship that
is relevant to gendered questions concerning imperialism and the colonial project in
Australia. Anne McClintock in Imperial Leather and Ann Laura Stoler in Race and

the Education of Desire inform this thesis in the more general aspects of imperialism
and power. Although not the central themes of their studies, these authors demonstrate
the different value placed on domestication for both missionaries and the wider
colonial project, analysing the importance of power relationships between coloniser
and colonised. 14 In providing analysis of the vital civilising role that domestication of
indigenous populations had for the colonial project, McClintock has assisted my
analysis of Aboriginal women's domestication and the role that both missionaries and
private enterprise had in utilising Aboriginal women as domestic servants. 15

The two major sources used for the analysis of the Aboriginal women's
position on the frontier are Reverend L.E. Threlkeld and Robert Dawson. Threlkeld
was a missionary to the Aborigines in the Lake Macquarie area, arriving in Australia
in 1824 under the employment of the London Missionary Society and dying in
Sydney in 1859. During this time he occupied the post of missionary at Belmont, then
after his severance from the employment of the LMS at Toronto from 1825 until
1841. 16 His record is a significant record for historians and his writing appears in
various forms, both published and unpublished, in public journals, personal
Ann Laura Stoler, Race and the Education ofDesire: Foucault's Hist01y of Sexuality and the
Colonial Order of Thing, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995), 97.
15
Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial Contest (New
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correspondence, official reports and retrospective reminiscences. An assortment of
published material and private correspondence has been compiled and examined by
historian Niel Gunson, although there are a significant amount of unpublished
manuscripts and letters that have since been discovered and thus were not included in
his examination. The detail ofThrelkeld's published work is amazing, revealing a vast
amount of information for historians of the Newcastle region, of women, of
Aboriginal missions, of religious attitudes in the early colony and of the Awabakal
language. It is due to the comprehensive nature of these works that this thesis deals
primarily with the published material.
The majority of material from Robert Dawson is also published in his book
The Present State ofAustralia (1830). Robert Dawson was employed by the Australia
Agricultural Company at Port Stephens from 1826 to 1828 as Chief Agent and was
responsible for the procuring and management of suitable land to raise sheep and
crops. 17 The acrimonious dismissal of Dawson from the company effected his self
representation in his writing and thus it is important to understand that The Present
State of Australia was written after his return to London and his dismissal without
notice from the Company. However, through the various correspondences between
Dawson and the AA Company it is clear that sentiments expressed in his book were
sentiments that he had long held, thus many views expressed in his book are not just
justifications for his time in the company but true reflections of his character. Whilst
both of these sources have been used for many historical studies, this thesis gleans
references to Aboriginal women by focusing an analysis on what these sources say
about women's power, agency, experience and the way that the colonial sources
represent Aboriginal women.
17

Damaris Bairstow, A Million Pounds, A Million Acres: The Pioneer Settlement of the Australian
Agricultural Company (Cremome: Self Published, 2003), 155-157.
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By examining the representation, position and expenence of Aboriginal
women, a clearer picture emerges of their position on the frontier. This picture
involves physical abuse, sexual contact, issues of dispossession, involvement in
domestic service and their wider position within the colonial project. Through looking
at these issues, this thesis recovers something of the Aboriginal women's experience,
beginning with an analysis of the gendered nature of the Australian frontier.
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Chapter One
The Masculinity of the Frontier
The colonial frontier of Newcastle and the Hunter Region in the nineteenth century
was a masculine space. In terms of population, occupation, physical command and
mentality, the early colonial period was dominated by the presence and the actions of
European men. As a demonstration of this masculine space, the majority of the
discourse of the region is dominated by male voices and attitudes. Male domination of
the physical space and of the records affects the representation of women, allowing a
transfer of European male values onto the bodies of both European and Aboriginal
women. Angela Woollacott has demonstrated the major cause for this disproportion of
male representation, stating that European men outnumbered European women 'from
a ratio of about three to one in 1788, to five to one in 1822, then gradually evening out
although not in fact becoming balanced until into the twentieth century.' 1
Contemporary commentators such as Caroline Chisholm saw the lack of a white
female population as the cause of many of the moral problems of the colony including
homosexuality, concubinage and prostitution.2 These issues are important as they
arguably became, in turn, some of the most significant causes of Aboriginal
mistreatment and abuse and are thus intrinsically linked to Aboriginal women's
experiences and position.

Very few female accounts of the early colony exist for the Newcastle and
Hunter Region. Whilst women were not passive actors in this environment, the
1

Angela Wollacott, 'Gender and Sexuality', in Australia's Empire, ed. Deryck M. Schreuder and Stuart
Ward (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 315.
2
John Rickard, Australia: A Cultural History, The Present and the Past (London: Longman, 1988), 39.
C.M.H. Clark, A Histmy ofAustralia IL New South Wales and Van Diemen 's Lands, 1822-1838
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1968), 154.
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existing colonial discourse gives the impression that males were the dominant actors
in this space. Even ifwomen had recorded their experiences they were limited by the
lack of opportunity to publish and the medium of their record being in 'personal
diaries, memoirs and oral testimonies.'3 Despite the lack of personal records, it is
possible to construct a general notion ofwhat the lives ofthe European Hunter Valley
women would have been like by analysing the lives of notable women in the region.
Noted female figures from the region include Mrs Ogilvie of the Hunter Valley, Mrs
Eliza Hamilton Dunlop ofWollombi, Mrs Wyndham ofTomago house and Mrs Sarah
Threlkeld, wife of missionary L.E. Threlkeld. Whilst these women may have
mentioned Aboriginal women or been involved with their lives it is only Eliza Dunlop
who deals specifically with Aboriginal people, having written poetry about her
Aboriginal neighbours.

Eliza Dunlop was the Irish wife of Mr David Dunlop, magistrate and police
protector of Aborigines at Wollombi and Macdonald River from 1839.4 The main
focus of her Australian poetry is on traditional Aboriginal stories and behaviours and
she is noted as being the 'first Australian poet to attempt transliterations ofAboriginal
songs.' 5 Her most famous poem, 'The Aboriginal Mother', was first published on the
13th of December, 1838, five days before the execution of the Myall Creek
murderers. 6 She wrote this poem in response to the Myall Creek massacre trials, with
Elizabeth Wehby stating that these events prompted the theme of the poem to be
'inspired by a view of the Aborigines as noble savages and seems to have been

3

Patricia Grimshaw and Julie Evans, 'Colonial Women on Intercultural Frontiers: Rosa Campbell
Praed, Mary Bundock and Katie Langloh Parker', Australian Historical Studies 27 (April, 1996): 80.
4
Elizabeth Webby, The Aboriginal Mother and Other Poems (Canberra: Mulini Press, 1981), 1.
5
Webby, The Aboriginal Mother, 1.
6
Webby, The Aboriginal Mother, l.
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directly designed to counter claims that the blacks had no family ties or feelings.'7
This sentiment is demonstrated by the degree of sympathy she affords the Aboriginal
characters, particularly the main female character. Margaret McGuire has argued how
'The Aboriginal Mother' fitted into a vogue market centred on 'the mother's lament
and a call for Christian justice'. 8 By focusing on the mother and her child McGuire
claims that Dunlop is imparting her main character with 'all the noble virtues of a
wife and mother, namely love and devotion, and all the physical weakness and
ignorance ofwomen.'9
Yet to put too much focus on the ideology behind this type ofwriting is to take
away from the intention of the poem. In quoting Eliza Dunlop, Susan Sheridan claims
that the poems purpose is it 'awaken sympathy for 'a people rendered desperate and
revengeful by continued acts ofoutrage.''10 Dunlop's sympathy for Aboriginal people
is demonstrated especially by 'Native Poetry' or 'Nung Ngnun' written in the
Wollombi language and then carefully translated into English with notes to help the
reader.11 As a white woman Eliza Dunlop inhabited a comparatively privileged
position within her community, and similarly was able to maintain good relations with
her Aboriginal neighbours due to their 'domestication'. This has been demonstrated
convincingly by Elizabeth West who states that such sympathetic attitudes and contact
were only possible for European communities when the Aboriginal people were
effectively detribalised and thus no longer posed a threat.12 Despite this, Eliza Dunlop
demonstrates her sympathy for Aboriginal people and with tact, imparts her

7

Webby, The Aboriginal Mother, l.
Margaret McGuire, 'The Legend of the Good Fella Missus', Aboriginal History 14 (1990): 126.
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McGuire, 'The Legend of the Good Fella Missus', 126.
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11
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impression that the Aboriginal people and culture that she encountered possessed an
.

1nherent

.
humamty. 13

There may be a 'textual explanation' for the absence of Sarah Threlkeld from
the historical record, as Annette Bremer has shown for another missionary wife, Eliza
Marsden. 14 Working on the assumption that no personal records ever existed, Sarah
Threlkeld apparently made a decision not to write about her colonial and missionary
experiences, ensuring her absence from the historical record. If Sarah wrote letters, it
is also possible that, as with the letters of Eliza Marsden, they would reflect what
Annette Bremer describes as 'self-conscious gendering', restricting the content to
conversations on religion, the home and the children. 15
Sarah Threlkeld undoubtedly made significant contributions to her husbands'
missions, as was expected of all missionary wives. Historian Hilary Carey has
demonstrated how the missionary wife's responsibilities would not have just been
centred on the care of her home but the education, evangelizing and domestication of
the Aboriginal women and children. 16 Sarah's selection as wife was commented on by
eager LMS officials, who stated:

Her intimate knowledge of the native, will qualify her to take an active part with you in
promoting their welfare, and especially the good of her sex, to which we are confident, to the
extent of her domestic convenience, she will devote herself.

17
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Margaret De Salis, Two Early Colonials (Sydney: Conpress Printing Limited, 1967), 106.
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Early Colonial New South Wales', Frontiers 28 (2007): 79.
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Whether she deliberately chose not to write, Sarah's absence from the
historical record is also due to the decision of her husband to omit mention of her and
her efforts from his writing. It is clear that Threlkeld had a genuine affection for his
family. Sarah, however, seldom appears in her husband's vast texts and when she
does appear she is rarely attributed with any agency. A fairly typical example of
Sarah's representation in her husband's writing is the following quote: 'Returning last
night from Newcastle at about 7 O'clock with Mrs T. and a woman carrying our
child ...' 18 In this instance Sarah's presence is noted, along with their unnamed child
and helper, Threlkeld referring to the party in an offhand sort of way whilst setting the
scene for a story in which he alone is an active participant. Despite the physically
isolated and confined circumstances of the Threlkelds' lives, either consciously or
unconsciously, Lancelot made efforts to keep the domestic sphere out of his records.
This demonstrates that literary representations of colonial women were sometimes
beyond their control and that their representations have become dominated by their
personal and public relationships with a male society.

Similarly, individual Aboriginal men, such as Biraban (known also as McGill),
the companion and translator who would become integral to Threlkeld's missionary
efforts, are noticeably more visible in the record than women. While Biraban merited
a lengthy entry into the Australian Dictiona,y of Biography, details of his wife Patty
take up a paragraph within that same entry.19 Niel Gunson notes that Patty's
Aboriginal name is Ti-pah-mah-ah, and that she and Biraban had a son named Francis

Threlkeld, '18th July 1826', Australian Reminiscences and Papers ofL.E. Threlkeld, Missionary to
the Aborigines, 1824-1859, vol.1, ed. Niel Gunson (Canberra: Australian Institute of Aboriginal
Studies, 1974), 92.
19
Niel Gunson, 'Biraban, (fl. 1819-1842)', Australian Dictionary of the National Biography, vol. 1
(Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1967), 102-104.
18
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or Ye-row-wa. 20 Details about Patty's personality come from Threlkeld, who wryly
notes:

Patty, his wife, was pleasing in her person, 'black but comely,' kind but affectionate in her
disposition, and evidenced as strongly a faculty of shrewdness in the exercise of her
intellectual powers over McGill as those of the fairer daughters of Eve, who, without
appearing to trespass on the high prerogative of their acknowledged lords, manage their
husbands according to their own sovereign will; this might perhaps have arisen from the
circumstances of McGill, once, when intoxicated, having shot his wife, the which he deeply
deplored when he became sober; the injury sustained was not much, and ever afterwards he
treated her with that affection which appeared to be reciprocal. 21

It is important that Threlkeld mentions Biraban's inebriated abuse of Patty. In doing
so Threlkeld demonstrates that whilst he still admires Biraban as an intelligent and
trustworthy Aboriginal man, he maintains a distance of master and apprentice, or
indeed Christian and heathen. Despite Biraban having shot his wife, Threlkeld
describes a beautiful moment between the pair in preparing for a ceremony.

It was a romantic scene to behold the happy pair, together with many others, on a moonlight
night, under the blue canopy of Heaven, preparing for the midnight ball, to be held on the
green sward, with no other toilet than a growing bush, with none other blaze than that from the
numerous fires kind_led around the mystic ring in which to trip the light fantastic toe. Then
each might be seen reciprocally rouging each others cheek with pigment of their own
preparing, and imparting fairness to their sable skin on the neck and forehead with the purest
pipe-clay, until each countenance beamed with rapturous delight at each others charms. The
20

Gunson, Australian Reminiscences, vol.2, 317.
L.E. Threlkeld, A Key to the Structure of the Aboriginal Language; Being an Analysis of the particles
used a affu:es, to for the various modifications of the verbs; Shewing the essential powers, abstract
roots, and other peculiarities of the language spoken by the Aborigines in the vicinity of the Hunter
River, Lake Macquarie, etc., New South Wales: together with comparisons of Polynesian and other
dialects (Sydney: Kemp and Fairfax, 1850), 6.
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cumbrous garments of the day were laid aside, and in all the majesty of nature they would
dance as Britons did in days of old. 22

However, Patty is represented by Threlkeld only in reference to her domestic
arrangements and in relation to her husband Biraban, not in relation to her own
actions.

Another local woman who emerges from the historical record is Old Margaret,
a relatively well known local figure. Margaret is erroneously known as the 'last of her
tribe' despite the existence of Awabakal family groups in the Newcastle area today. 23
Margaret was born around 1837 near Wyong and lived along the coast with her
husband Ned, finally settling at Swansea where both of them died. She was mother to
several children including Ellen and William Henry, both of whom were baptised in
1860, and was introduced to Christianity early in life by Threlkeld. 24 Old Margaret
was noted for making cabbage tree hats, which she sold from around two to four
pound each, and for being an excellent needlewoman and dressmaker. 25
During her life, Margaret's family interests were defended by journalists from
the Newcastle Chronicle and Newcastle Advocate, clergy and members of parliament
who objected to her mistreatment when selectors attempted to encroach on her land.
In 1871, Reverend John Shaw of Scone described Margaret as being an 'ornament of
her sex' and having an 'irreproachable character, and, strange to say of her race, has

22

Threlkeld, A Key to the Structure ofthe Aboriginal Language, 6.
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24
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never known to taste liquor' 26 Her various supporters ensured that Margaret retained
her land in the form of a reserve and finally in land 'dedicated to her and her children
for life. ' 27 The prominence and durability of Margaret in local history may be due to
her Christianity, her commerce and domestic skill and her moral behaviour that in the
opinion of contemporary commentators set her apart from the majority of Aboriginal
people.

The life and adventures of bushranger Fred Ward, or Captain Thunderbolt, are
well known in a popular sense, yet the details of his wife and accomplice, an
Aboriginal woman named Mary Ann Bugg, are not. The position and status of Mary
Ann is an interesting deviation from what is considered the typical experience of
Aboriginal women. She benefited from a good education, paid for by the AA
Company, and gained some sort of social status from her marriage to a notorious
white man who apparently loved and respected her. 28
Born on the ih of May 1834, Mary Ann was the child of James Brigg, or
Bugg, and Charlotte.29 Her British father James, an ex-convict in the service of the
AA Company lived with Charlotte, an Aboriginal woman, for many years before they
married on the 21st of September 1848. 30 Before their marriage, the presence of the
mixed race family on AA Company land came to the attention of AA Company
Commissioner Colonel Henry Dumaresq. The care of Aborigines on company
'A Case for Government Enquiry', Newcastle Chronicle, 2nd September 1871,
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property was at the time the responsibility of the company, a responsibility that would
later shift to the government. 31 At the request of the AA Company, Mary Ann and her
brother were removed from her parents with the permission of both James and
Charlotte and were sent to an orphans' boarding school at Parramatta where Mary
Ann was educated in reading, writing and domestic skills.32 After five years Mary
Ann returned to her family in the Gloucester area and at the age of fourteen married a
shepherd named Edmund Baker who later died.33

It was subsequent to the death of her first husband that Mary Ann met Fred
Ward who had been employed at the station she lived on with her family. 34 Folklore
states that it was Mary Ann who helped Fred and an accomplice escape from the
Cockatoo Island gaol by sw1mmmg across the shark infested waters to deliver
equipment necessary for their escape and later harbouring them in a disused
warehouse until the storm of their escape passed over. 35 If it is true it demonstrates a
strong relationship between Fred and Mary Ann and sets the scene for their later ·
cooperative efforts. Mary Ann and Fred had four children together whilst living a
dangerous and unstable life, moving away from areas when they became 'hot' and
surviving through the efforts of sympathisers, but chiefly due to the skills of Mary
Ann who gathered their food. The extent to which Mary Ann was involved in Fred's
activities is demonstrated by local history biographers who state that Mary Ann would
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dress up as a man, ride astride and help Fred in his bushranging activities by scouting
ahead in the towns. 36

On two occas10ns Mary Ann was captured by the police, charged and
imprisoned. On the first occasion she was charged under the Vagrant Act as being 'an
idle and disorderly person and a companion of reputed thieves, having no visible
means of support or fixed place of residence', sentenced to six months imprisonment
and had her children removed from her care. 37 Sympathetic controversy immediately
emerged, as at the time Aboriginal people were not subject to the vagrancy laws and
the removal of children from a mothers care was not legally supported or condoned.
One of her most boisterous defenders was Buchanan, a member of the
Legislative Assembly who claimed:

Had the police gone into the home of an hon. Member and dragged him from his home, they
could not have done a greater wrong that had been done in the case of this poor woman, for
the wilderness was her home, and the wide bush the only residence she possessed. It would be
a very serious thing for this country if oppression of this kind could be tolerated for a moment.
The matter could not have originated in anything but the gross ignorance of the bench and of
the police, seeing that the aboriginal inhabitants of the colony were exempted from the
operation of the Vagrant Act. 38

The Attorney General Martin decided that Mary Ann could not be guilty by her
association with a known felon and that the charges against her would not hold in a
higher court. She was released. 39 When arrested a second time for stealing cloth
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material she was again championed by sympathisers such as Maitland Magistrate
Edward Derry Day. Day proved that Mary Ann had bought the cloth from the Wolfe
and Garrick store in Maitland and thus Mary Ann was declared wrongfully convicted
and released. 40

The motivations for the various defenders of Mary Ann are interesting. Mary
Ann's defence by Buchanan, Lang and Hart had sound legal grounding in pursuing
justice. Yet, they still persisted in defending a seemingly obscure case decided on in a
regional court. It is evident that Edward Derry Day, who defended her in her second
trial, had well established sympathies for Aborigines due to his pursuit of the Myall
Creek murderers and it was probably due to the existence of this wider sympathy for
Aborigines that Mary Ann was defended in her second case. Perhaps the most
plausible reasons for the strong defence of Mary Ann were her education, the fact that
she was apparently very pretty and her domestic service skills. These attributes would
have set her apart from other Aboriginal women by drawing her closer to European
society, allowing her to inhabit a border position and thus making her a figure very
difficult to ignore.

Women such as Margaret and Mary Ann were apparently generally well liked
and well treated by the white community, mentioned by observers in a positive way or
defended by individuals who championed their legal rights. Yet, individuals such as
Margaret and Mary Ann were in a far better position than the collective Aboriginal
population. Mentions of the collective female Aboriginal population from Threlkeld
through to Dawson and the observation of various clergy are overwhelmingly linked
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to violence, ill treatment by both Aboriginal and European men and the hardships of
their daily lives.
No Aboriginal woman from the Newcastle region is known to have left a
literary account of her life and experiences and thus the personal impression of
Aboriginal women about violence and abuse is difficult to locate. This also means that
the only representation we have of Aboriginal women is from a male perspective,
again demonstrating the extent to which the frontier was a male space. It was within
this space that female contributions were relegated to the domestic sphere, poorly
understood by the overwhelmingly male population of observers and thus
inadequately reported and related.

21

Chapter Two
Violence and its Impact
The nature and frequency of violence in the early period of Newcastle history
impacted significantly on the lives of Aboriginal women. Through understanding the
composition of the community and the nature of violence and crime within it, one gets
a clearer understanding of the· pressures society presented to Aboriginal women. The
bias of the sources in depicting convicts as depraved, the inconclusive data on crime
and punishment and the nature of the violence itself obscure the representation of
violence. However, by examining the convict punishment records, scholarly
examination of the Newcastle penal colony and reports of commentators such as
Threlkeld, one can get a picture of the nature of Newcastle in the early period.

The accounts and evidence of crime in Newcastle do give important clues as to
the nature of violence and crime within the early colony. Up until the transfer of the
penal settlement from Newcastle to Port Macquarie in 1821, the European population
of Newcastle was predominantly male and convict. 1 The settlement, as a place of
secondary punishment, was unforgiving to the convict inhabitants and had an effect
on the behaviour of the convicts towards their superiors, amongst themselves and
towards the Aboriginal population. According to historian David Roberts, they were
'overworked, inadequately fed, poorly housed, barely clothed and harshly punished.' 2
Violent crimes made up 9.8 per cent of punished crimes amongst the convict
population according to a survey of convict punishments from 1818 to 1821 by the
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Newcastle penal colony commandant and magistrate James Morisset.3 The most
common incidences of violence include 'attempting to stab the constable' and
'fighting and riotous conduct and refusing to do his gvts. work'. On two occasions
direct attacks against Aboriginal men were punished, the first for 'cutting a black
native with a knife' and the second for 'inhumanely ill treating and cutting a black
native and intimidating him against bringing in bushrangers'. The rest of the punished
crimes include theft, making up 22 per cent, escape from the settlement at 34.3 per
cent and other crimes such as gambling, smuggling, refusing to work and
housebreaking making up 33.9 per cent. However, these figures do not demonstrate
with any certainty that violence was prevalent in the settlement. The figures are only
representative of crimes committed by convicts that were punished and thus it is
difficult to make any definite assertions from them.

Patterns of crime committed by free settlers are even more difficult to quantify
due to the virtual isolation of most settlers and the lack of a police force to enforce the
law. During the earlier half of the century, settlers were pushing into more remote and
isolated regions of the country where communication and protection from and of
Aboriginal people was often impossible. Threlkeld, living in relatively close
proximity to Newcastle and Sydney, complained about the lack of a police force and
the resulting difficulty in preventing crimes against and by the Aborigines of Lake
Macquarie. While he made a complaint in 1828 about the lack of a police force, in
1839 he states 'His Excellency the Governor directed that a bush constable be
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stationed near this place some two years back' and that it still had not happened.4 It is
not unreasonable then to speculate that the crimes committed by and against
Aboriginal people and Europeans in the upper Hunter regions went unreported and
unpunished. Incidents of violence towards Aboriginal people in isolated regions did
come to the attention of police and the public, such as with the Myall Creek massacre,
but prosecution of these incidents was unusual and only as a result of the actions of
sympathetic individuals who reported the crimes.

It is evident through the accounts of Threlkeld and Morisset that violence was
being directed towards Aboriginal children, adult men and women. However these
incidents were often unpunished or the punishments have not been recorded. Victims
lacked a voice to protest against the abuse. Threlkeld notes both the gender of the
victims and the problems of reporting crime whilst living at the Government Farm
Cottage in Newcastle in 1825, stating that he had:

heard at night the shrieks of Girls, about 8 or 9 years of age, taken by force by the vile men of
Newcastle ...There are now two government stockmen, that are every night annoying the
Blacks by taking their little Girls, and I am now waiting to be informed, when they are in the
native camp to get them apprehended, but then, as was the case once before, the evidence of
the black cannot be admitted, and indeed they are really terrified to speak.

5

The inability to protest to the authorities is demonstrated by Threlkeld in another
instance where he encounters a women recently abused by a European man.
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A poor woman lying by her fire begged a bit of plaister for a wound in her foot, I enquired
how it was done, She replied in broken English, that a white fellow asked her to fetch some
water for him in Newcastle, she refused and that he threw the large stone at her hit her foot,
and crippled her for many weeks! I could not find out who the man was, and several weeks
have elapsed. 6

From these accounts, it is evident that both sexual and non sexual violence had a
specific impact on both Aboriginal women and female children. However the violence
encompassed the whole Aboriginal society and left both men and women as victims.
From Threlkeld's reports it is evident that the whole community was caught up in the
violence directed towards Aboriginal girls and women. In this instance, the Aboriginal
men had been assaulted when trying to protect their female relatives, becoming
inevitably involved in the European aggression.

Their girls and women have been taken from their camps at night, shrieking, and muskets have
been presented to intimidate, and their heads have born ·the marks of the butt-end in preventing
the interference of the males.7

There were other instances of attempted abductions of young Aboriginal females
where the men became unavoidably involved:

A shout amongst the Aborigines attracted my attention, on looking I saw an Englishman
beating the Blacks. They called out to me and I ran and demanded the reason of his thus
acting. He replied that the Blacks insulted him, but I found that a little girl about 10 years of
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age had hid herself in the water from his violence and that it was the father of the Girl the man
was beating because he would not consent to his little daughter being taken away by the
fellow. The father's head was cut and the blood flowed plentifully from around another wound
in his back. 8

From this example it is evident that victims also included the male members of the
Aboriginal community. In the majority of examples of violence towards Aboriginal
females recorded by Threlkeld, adult Aboriginal males attempted to protect their
family members and were subsequently involved in the violence of the European
aggressor. While the women suffered from direct attempts of sexual abuse, the rest of
the community inevitably suffered from collateral violence.

The people responsible for inflicting violence upon the Aboriginal women
varied in both status and motive. A common cause of friction between the convict and
Aboriginal community was the tracking of bushrangers who were often escaped
convicts. 9 Threlkeld notes:

Providentially for the colony, the aborigines were much opposed to the prisoners of the crown,
in consequence of their bad conduct towards the wives and daughters of the blacks, so that
whenever the police, or military, required a guide to direct them, or to trace footsteps of the
Croppies, as the Aborigines termed the runaway convicts, the blacks were ever ready for
service. 10

Retributive violence was directed towards the Aboriginal community as a result of the
assistance Aboriginal men and women gave in tracking down escapees in Newcastle,
8
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as evidenced in the account of a convict punished for 'inhumanely ill treating and
cutting a black native and intimidating him against bringing in bushrangers'.11 David
Roberts states that the 'Newcastle Commandants used the terror of Aboriginal attack
to prevent desertion', an action hardly conducive to friendly relations between
European and Aboriginal communities.12 In Threlkeld's accounts, the abusers are
overwhelmingly convict men, however this pattern does have an exception. Threlkeld
mentions that Aboriginal women were kept as 'Black Concubines' by both convicts
and 'gentlemen', suggesting that the convicts were not the only ones abusing
Aboriginal women.13

John Turner and Greg Blyton state that the European 'men often came into
conflict with the Aboriginals as they assaulted their women and girls.'14 It is difficult
to determine the levels of willingness of the Aboriginal women in relating with
European men. The relationship between the parents of Mary Ann Bugg, Charlotte
and James, was apparently a harmonious one and is therefore an example of a positive
interracial relationship of which there may have been many. However, Threlkeld
presents powerful evidence against the notion of willing female cohabitation and the
consequences of enforced concubinage and prostitution.

The un-matrimonial state of the thousands of male prisoners scattered throughout the country
amongst the females though of another colour leads them by force, fraud or bribery to
withdraw the Aboriginal women from their own proper mates, and disease, and death are the
usual consequences of such proceedings. The Official return from one district gives only two
Turner, Newcastle as a Convict Settlement, 232-252.
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women to twenty eight men, two boy and no girls! The continued ill treatment and frequent
slaughter of the Black women can only be deplored, perhaps, without remedy. 15

Describing the sexual currency of younger girls within colonial society, Threlkeld
outlined the conditions in Newcastle where 'drunkenness is as common with the boys
of 7 or 8 years of age, as prostitution is with the other sex of the same age.' 16 The
limitation of agency involved with child prostitution demonstrates the real danger that
European society presented to many in the Aboriginal community.
Lyndall Ryan and Ann McGrath have both made a significant contribution to
the area of scholarship concerning sexual agency of Aboriginal women in both
Tasmanian and the Northern Territory. In her examination of the Tasmanian women
living amongst the sealers, Lyndall Ryan concludes that the sexual transaction entered
into by Aboriginal women was sometimes to their benefit. Women were able to make
a trade with the sealers by helping with the sealing industry during season, but also
performing their rituals and maintaining their traditional society to a limited extent. 17
Similarly, Ann McGrath has demonstrated the subtle nuances of inten-acial
relationships, reasoning that even if the relationship had been consensual, it became
increasingly difficult for the European man to acknowledge an emotional attachment
to an Aboriginal woman due to the pressures of a racist society. 18 It is evident through
the accounts of first contact with the Worimi people of Port Stephens that some type
of reciprocal kin system was being developed. The inception of the escaped convicts
into the Aboriginal community in 1796 demonstrates a willingness to accept strangers
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and an attempt to culturally process them. 19 However, after this initial example,
evidence of such patterns developing between Aboriginal groups and the settler
communities in the Hunter Region does not exist.
On the other hand, any evidence that an exchange of women to establish tribal
relationships occurred or that these women left their traditional family groups
willingly and out of curiosity was inevitably obscured by the morality of the reporter.
Threlkeld viewed cross-cultural sexual relationships as intrinsically unequal, immoral
and opportunistic. On one occasion he concedes the possible benefits of interracial
relationships to the Aboriginal woman:

In the interior, the desolate shepherd was glad to obtain by any means a female, irrespective of
colour, to be his companion in his isolated period. This occasioned a reluctance in the frail
dark-one to return to her sable lord, her treatment as a concubine being generally speaking far
more humane than that which the Aboriginal wife received from her legal husband. 20

By promoting the 'desolate shepherd' over the 'legal husband', Threlkeld reiterated
the typical missionary practice of condemning traditional Aboriginal society. 21
Threlkeld was arguably demonstrating the need for Aboriginal women to be saved
and Christianised, thus promoting the interests of his mission. 22 His comment aligned
with other colonial discourse that 'sought to render Aboriginal society rotten at its
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moral core. ' 23 It does, however, suggest that the cohabitation of Aboriginal women
and European men was not always abusive and coercive.

As mentioned previously, the vast differences in male and female population
led to European men taking Aboriginal women to be either a one off sexual partner or
a more long term sexual companion. Yet despite sexual contact being the main cause
of abuse of Aboriginal women, records demonstrate that the infliction of irrational and
spontaneous violence was also important. After detailing the episode where a woman
was wounded in the foot after refusing to run an errand for a European man, Threlkeld
writes:

That very man not long after was seen compelling a woman to accompany him by beating her
with a stick and the clergyman of Newcastle [G.A.Middleton] saw the assault appeared against
the man and was turned into the jail gang as a punishment he justly deserved. 24

While the reasons behind this individual coercively beating a woman with a stick are
not explained, Threlkeld did not explicitly state that sexual contact was a motive. His
aggression may have been directed towards her for the same reasons as in the
previous charge against the same man. Senseless individual violence may have had as
much impact on women as that directed by sexual motivation. It is interesting that the
convict was punished for his crime, though it is likely that the crime was punished due
to the authorities being alerted by Reverend Middleton.
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It is difficult to determine the emotional and psychological impact that
violence and sexual contact had on individual Aboriginal women's lives. Yet through
the accounts of various commentators, the physical impact of violence upon the
women is certainly clear. Various effects such as sexually transmitted and other
diseases, the dwindling population of women, the birth of mixed-descent children and
the dispossession that violence caused can all be traced to cross-cultural violence and
sexual contact.

The spread of sexually transmitted and other types of diseases in the colony
was a concern for the government administrators, private business and social
commentators. That sexually transmitted diseases were brought to the Aboriginal
population by Europeans in the first place was irrelevant for commentators such as
Peter Cunningham who believed that:

From their natural filthiness, the women soon become diseased with gonorrheae, and
propagate this infectious malady among the convict-servants who cohabit with them. I have
often observed the men, too, labouring under eruptions of the skin resembling syphilis, and
open tumours also in their groins apparently of the same nature.25

Cunningham's representation of Aboriginal women displays a twisted logic: he seems
to believe that in the Aboriginal woman's capacity as a sexual vessel and transmitter
of the disease she is to blame for the transmission of the disease among men,
Aboriginal and white. Such misogynist attitudes on the lack of virtue embedded in the
colonial project have been observed by scholars such as Philippa Levine. During the
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later part of the nineteenth century, infected indigenous women throughout the
colonies of the empire became a significant problem for colonial administrators and
26

contagious diseases regulations were enacted to control and colonise these women.

These attitudes reflect the concern of the colonial administrators in attempting to
control colonial society and the indigenous population.
Similar efforts are evident in the records of the AA Company in the 1820s.
After a period of relaxed interaction that will be studied further on, the AA Company
responded to the spread of contagious diseases and forbade contact between workers
and the Aboriginal women. This decision was made after a report found that over a
three month period, the company had been 'deprived' of the services of 68 of their
convict workers, who were under medical treatment for a disease contracted 'by
intercourse with the native women.' 27 The discomfort felt by the company's directors
towards Aboriginal women in the settlement were evident through the General Order
on the 10th of May 1828:

The Indented Free Servants, Prisoners and other persons in the employment of the Company
are required to abstain in future from visiting the Native Black Camps. All persons who may
presume to disobey this order will be punished with the utmost severity the Law will admit.
The Free People by Fine and Imprisonment, the Prisoners by Corporal punishment and
reduction of usual Indulgences. Native Constables are appointed who will be stationed at the
Black Camps to apprehend any person who may be found within its Boundaries, and it is
hoped that the Principle Officers of the Establishment will set an example to the Inferior
Servants, and exert themselves to check disgraceful and pernicious intercourse between the
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two sexes, which has already proceeded to a length of almost entirely putting a stop to the
further increase of the Native Population, and has made no inconsiderable number of the
prisoners incapable of Labour. 28

While sexually transmitted diseases were having an effect on the productivity of the
company, the diseases were also affecting, and continued to affect, the Aboriginal
population. In March 1846 Reverend Joseph Cooper of the Falbrook and Jerry's
Plains district in the Upper Hunter claimed that the decrease in the Aboriginal
population was due to 'Dissipation and its consequences'. 29 A couple of months later
Reverend C.P.N. Wilton of Newcastle linked the decrease of the Aboriginal
population to 'drunkenness, debauchery, and disease, especially among the females,
induced by their connexion with the white population. '30

The declining numbers of Aboriginal women was one of the most severe
effects of their abuse by European society. As stated earlier, Threlkeld reported in
183 7 that the capture of Aboriginal women for sexual use depleted the female
Aboriginal population.31 The various blanket counts from throughout the district
reaffinn the disappearance of the women, as do the reports of the various clergy
throughout the region in 1846. Reverend Middleton of Morpeth reported that 'The
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number amounts to twenty three, comprising fifteen adult males, five adult females,
and three children, (males)' 32 Similarly, Reverend Wilton of Newcastle reported:

The numbers of Aborigines in my district consists of male adults 20, boys 2; female adults 5,
girls 2; total 29. There are no children belonging to the Newcastle tribe under eleven years of
age; and of the adult females, four out of the five are becoming old and infirm. 33

The declining female population had significant repercussions for Aboriginal society
and became integral in the attempts to culturally process the children of interracial
sexual contact.

Miscegenation may well have been as significant a problem for the Aboriginal
community as it was for the European. It appears that for a period, mixed-descent
children, the inevitable result of cross-cultural sexual contact, were being rejected
from their mothers' community. The Newcastle minister Reverend C.P.N Wilton
wrote in 1846:

'M'Gill' has told me that it was usual to destroy the half-caste male infants, but he could
recollect only two cases in which infant blacks had been killed one by strangling, and the other
by throwing it into the surf of the sea, and then beating it to death with a waddy; when I put
the question to him upon this subject, he replied 'they used to do it, but no kill infants now'. 34

Another minister, Reverend George Augustus Middleton of Morpeth believed that
infanticide was 'very common among them; when I first arrived at Newcastle, in
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1822, every male half-caste was destroyed as soon as born; in one or two instances
only, were female infants spared.'

35

The retention of mixed-descent females, but not

males, by the Aboriginal community demonstrates the affect of the declining female
population. The possible reason for the cessation of this practice was the steeply
declining population of family groups, leading community members to be far more
willing to accept outsiders. While girls are traditionally seen as the target for
infanticide, the reversal of customs in Newcastle suggests something significant about
the situation. On examining a post-contact Aboriginal society that retained traditional
practices, Gillian Cowlishaw has noted that females were useful to the economy of
Aboriginal society stating that 'Girls once having reached the age of about ten are
expected to prepare tea, beef and bread themselves', thus serving the function of
providing for her community and relieving the burden of work expected of her
mother.36 Therefore it is plausible that girl children were retained by their society for
practical reasons, as an adaptation to a rapidly changing situation.
Yet, an alternative interpretation to explain the eradication of infanticide could
be associated with the changing power structures within Aboriginal society.
Traditionally, women had access to an autonomous network of female kin that
operated within their own power structures, separate to the men's. This female
network would traditionally support and assist the individual woman's choice of
infanticide.
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Due to the declining adult female population, it is possible that the

autonomous decision making process of the women was removed. This would allow
for a different power structure where men increasingly had more input into the
decision making process of infanticide and thus halted the practice. Lynette Russell
has demonstrated how the practice of infanticide could well have been an empowering
35
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practice for Aboriginal women; that infanticide ensured 'levels of resistance and
autonomy' that are very difficult to glean from primary and scholarly accounts of the
frontier. 38 Therefore the cessation of infanticide ensured the removal of another form
of resistance and autonomy from Aboriginal women. Whilst the practice of infanticide
for disabled or weak members is a more standard procedure for nomadic people than
societies with a fixed residence, one would imagine that the trauma of a rapidly
declining population and the changing power structures led to a change in attitude
about mixed race children. 39

Perhaps what affected the Aboriginal women most of all was the challenge
made to their traditional roles and position of pre-European society. Interracial contact
brought about situations which not only undermined the spiritual and religious fabric
of their culture but placed them in dangerous and compromising situations. Threlkeld
made several references to an Aboriginal woman near Dungog who was being k ept by
a group of men.

One instance was brought under my notice in which the white man with whom the female
lived was murdered by the party sent to destroy the black woman, who narrowly escaped. It
appeared that the unfortunate shepherd had got the black woman to obtain surreptitiously a
magic ball about the size of a cricket ball, called by the aborigines 'Mur-ra-mai,' this the male
aborigines wear about their persons in a small net suspended...The unfortunate white man
when be obtained the sacred talisman amused himself and his black concubine by unravelling
this mystery and satisfied her curiosity as well as his own. By some means the affair became
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known amongst the tribe and one of the blacks [Charley] was appointed to kill the woman and
man too for transgressing their customs.40

While this woman was placed in obvious physical danger of death, the anger of; what
were presumably, her kin about her transgression of sacred traditions indicates both
the existence of traditional customs but, at the same time, their erosion by European
society.

Whilst it may, or may not have been a concern of the women at the time, their
sexual contact with European men exposed them to the derision of observers and
commentators such as Charles Wilkes.

After proceeding a few miles they came upon a little encampment of natives, crouching round
fires in front of their huts, which were as rude as possible, made of a few pieces of bark laid
against a stump and covered with bushes; they barely sufficed as a screen to keep off the wind.
One of the women was quite good-looking, with large black eyes, white teeth, and small
features. She was better dressed, too, than any of the others, and the pretty half-caste child that
was clinging to her skirts, made it sufficiently evident in what manner her finery had been
obtained.41

Wilkes demonstrates by dwelling on her eyes, her small features and her fine clothing
his belief that this woman was improved by her sexual trade with a white man. She is
raised above the misery of her traditional culture but still, this woman inhabited a
liminal space where she could not truly be accepted by the white community.
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European culture and society was virtually all-pervasive in its destruction of
every aspect of an Aboriginal woman's life, regardless of the incidence of actual·
violence. The 'masculinity' of the Newcastle and Hunter frontier impacted
significantly upon Aboriginal women's lives, leading to the physical and cultural
withdrawal of Aboriginal women through violence, disease and their detachment from
traditional customs. While mistreatment of Aboriginal women played a major role in
their evolving positions in a new society, increasing attempts to domesticate
Aboriginal women would carry the violent effects of dispossession into the home, a
space that the Aboriginal woman was increasingly forced to inhabit.

38

Chapter Three
Representations of Domestication and Domestic
service
This chapter considers the representation and the position of Aboriginal women in
relation to their domestication and domestic use. For the purposes of this thesis, the
term 'representation' signifies the transfer of one person's values onto the body of
another and the extent to which experience shapes one's understanding of the 'other'.
In terms of representation, the background, cultural influences, experience and
mission of the writers have a significant impact on their perception of Aboriginal
women. The importance of domestication for contemporary colonial society can be
seen in the male representation of women. Anne McClintock has demonstrated the
powerful etymology behind the verb 'to domesticate', claiming it is 'akin to dominate,
which derives from dominus, lord of the domum, the home. Until 1964, however, the
verb to domesticate also carried as one of its meanings the action 'to civilise.' 1 I use
the term domestication to refer to both the attempts to civilise Aboriginal women
according to European standards and also the utilisation of Aboriginal women's
labour for the colonial project. It is important to note that the sources on which this
study is based are all non-government sources and some are openly hostile to colonial
government. As they represent the attitudes of private individuals within colonial
society they thus reflect wider colonial sentiment.

The extent to which both Threlkeld's and Dawson's efforts were successful in
their 'domesticating' aims offers an insight into colonial social perceptions of
1
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Aboriginal women, for such success was often dependant on the cooperation of
others. In accordance with missionary practice, Threlkeld comprehended Aboriginal
women through a worldview that sought salvation for all humans, regardless of race
or sex. In order to become a Christian it was necessary to adopt European customs
thus for Threlkeld domestication was, in essence, a side effect of salvation. It was also
a necessary part of the conversion process as it reduced the threat of otherness that
Aboriginal women presented to individuals who would deny an Aboriginal woman's
ability to be saved.
Robert Dawson is slightly more difficult to interpret yet it is evident that his
outsider mentality, reflective of his new arrival from the imperial metropole, impacted
upon his distinctive representation of Aboriginal women. For Dawson, domestication
was an economic necessity that enabled him to utilise the local Aboriginal population
for economic gain. Competing perceptions of Aboriginal women from fellow
colonials such as James Macarthur, senior member of

local committee of the AA

Company for which Dawson was employed, demonstrates the influence of colonial
attitudes and experience

forming ideas

domesticating

Aboriginal women. The shift to more paternalistic attitudes during the later part of the
century, as revealed by the recollections of William Scott, the son of an AA Company
employee born in 1844 and living in the community that Dawson established,
demonstrate that domestication was by this time a more -common feature of cross
cultural relations.

Several modem scholars have demonstrated the importance that domestication of
native populations held for colonial authorities, in particular Anne McClintock and
Ann Laura Stoler, both of whom remodel interpretations of imperialism to incorporate
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the importance of race and gender. In a global imperial sense, Stoler has effectively
demonstrated how the disturbance of domestic arrangements could impact on imperial
prosperity and the morality of the colonisers.2 This attitude is clearly visible amongst
the commentators who represent Aboriginal women; women's domestication is either
seen as necessary to their proper integration into the domestic space or as a serious
threat to the colonial project. This highlights the importance of the domestic space to
both colonials and imperialists and demonstrates the difficulty that Aboriginal women
had in fitting into that position.

Threlkeld's representation of Aboriginal women was as a result of his missionary
background. Threlkeld was chiefly concerned with justifying his missionary efforts to
the LMS, to the government who later supported the mission, to the wider colonial
community and, at times, to himself. By converting Aboriginal women to Christianity
they would, by default, become domesticated as judgments on nudity, unsanctioned
marriages, and the lack of industry and utilisation of the land are all central themes of
Christianity and claim authority from the Bible. Christianising also reduced the threat
of the 'other' that Aboriginal women presented. As a missionary, Threlkeld was
probably the most prepared of all colonial commentators to accept the traditional
aspects of Aboriginal society. He had previous experience with native populations in
the South Seas and as part of his job description, was required to live amongst native
people. 3 This is not to suggest that Threlkeld was content to allow traditional customs
to be maintained, or that he was comfortable with the practices. What it does
demonstrate is that he was mindful of the larger and necessary process of civilising
2
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that would have to take place. It was this pragmatic approach to domestication and
conversion that shaped Threlkeld's representation of Aboriginal women.

Threlkeld was keen to demonstrate the abject state of traditional female society
and on several occasions mentions women in connection with their economy, their
nakedness and their physical scarring.

Naked and shivering with cold the women, used to be seen, in the winter seasons suffering
severely from the effects of the bleak wind until a sufficient supply of fish was obtained, when
they returned on shore to supply their Lords with a hearty meal.4

By communicating this example, Threlkeld demonstrated the male reliance on the
economy of women. His assertion that the women no longer occupied these positions
implied that it was his Christian intervention that protected women from being ill
used and unprotected by ungallant male authority. The issue of male protection and
power is significant, as Threlkeld represents wider attitudes in the English middle
class that expected a proper gentleman to protect and support weak and dependant
members of society, particularly females. 5 Historian Anne McClintock has
demonstrated how 'in the colonies, the mission station became a threshold institution
for transforming domesticity rooted in European gender and class roles into
domesticity as controlling a colonised people.'6 By characterising Aboriginal
women's roles in traditional society as oppressive, Threlkeld demonstrated the extent
to which women needed to be saved.
4
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In attempting to promote his attempts at conversion and civilising, Threlkeld
compared the low position of an Aboriginal woman's life with the possibilities that
domestication could bring. Outlining a scheme that would see the employment and
education of Aboriginal boys and girls, Threlkeld stated 'That as the educated boys
and Girls marry portions of land should be apportioned to them, which would be in
accordance with the deeds of trust.'7 The perceived benefits for Aboriginal people are
clear as a Christian marriage would entitle them to their own portion of land, which
they would then be expected to cultivate in a European way. The domestication of the
women would then be complete for by being Christianised they would necessarily
follow Threlkeld's guidance and by doing so would reduce their threat to the domestic
space of colonial society.

Despite the efforts to represent Aboriginal women in their traditional society as
backward, in some instances Threlkeld invested significant time in attempting to
neutrally understand and observe traditional practices. He detailed male ceremonies
which excluded women, women's participation in burial practices and the position of
women in the community as healers with an ethnographic sensibility ahead of his
time. 8 In this respect, Threlkeld invests a degree of faith in the natural intelligence of
both men and women. To suggest that Aboriginal people were beyond the intellectual
capacity needed to civilise was contrary to Threlkeld's evangelising mission that
viewed all humans as possessing the same intellectual and productive potential,
regardless of race or gender. It was an education of Christian values and teachings and
7
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of European customs that would raise all Aboriginal people from the ignorant
situation they inhabited, aligning them closer with the European community and
reducing the threat of 'otherness' that they presented. One of Threlkeld's most
enduring legacies has been in his recording of the Awabakal language. Threlkeld
received great help from the Aboriginal women, claiming 'the women and children
were the most patient in hearing and answering questions, the females especially in
persevering to make me understand the meaning of a phrase.'9 By illustrating the
women's congeniality and capacity for intelligence, Threlkeld demonstrates the
potential of the mission and the success that domestication could have.

Robert Dawson's representation of Aboriginal women is sympathetic and
reflective of nineteenth century paternalism. His attitudes towards Aboriginal women,
as opposed to those of more 'experienced' colonials, such as his superior James
Macarthur, are reflective of his new arrival in the colony and his desire to extend the
company profits. British humanitarian sentiments built around Enlightenment notions
of race and gender, a Protestant work ethic and 'contemporary Eurocentredness' were
significant influences over Dawson's treatment and representation of Aboriginal
women.10 Although Dawson's selection of unsuitable land for the AA Company is
now noted as being due to many factors such as economic difficulties, poor advice,
and limited time, his application of British farming knowledge and practices to the
Australian environment is symbolic of his understanding of Aboriginal people.11
Dawson's representation of the Aborigines around Port Stephens is reminiscent of an
armchair traveller who has built their knowledge based on philosophy and
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humanitarian ideals, rather than first hand experience. Yet this outsider mentality is
also responsible for his humane representation and approach to the local Aboriginal
population, his willingness to uphold justice in their interest and his willing
incorporation of domesticated Aborigines into the settlement. 12

Dawson's representation of domestication among Aboriginal women
demonstrates his desire to utilise Aboriginal labour for the benefit of the company.
There appears to have been a divided Aboriginal population around Port Stephens;
those who were employed for the Company and thus lived in the settlement, and those
that lived on the fringes yet still frequently interacted with the Company community. 13
Dawson's complete description of 'Old Mammy' suggests that this older woman lived
away from the domesticating influences of the settlement, as evidenced by Dawson's
uncomfortable amusement at her actions. He claims:

She would laugh and pat, or rather claw me on the shoulder with her lean and shrivelled black
hands. I used in return to pat her cheek, which she held out for me, and when the greeting was
over, she would hold up both her hands, waving them backwards and forwards, smiling at me
in the highest state of satisfaction. 14

Dawson describes the interaction between Old Mammy and himself as 'sufficiently
ludicrous', which is important when contrasted to his perception and representation of
older women integrated into the settlement. Dawson observed that 'there was a greater
disposition in women this age to domesticate themselves, than in the younger ones
12
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and that their constancy was more to be depended on', using the example of a woman
named Waterman to demonstrate his point. 15 Waterman had 'fixed herself in the
house of the store keeper, where, with the exception of a holiday now and then to the
opposite shore, of which she was a native, she was constant in her services.' 16 While it
is evident that Waterman retained a small part of her traditional life in her ability to
visit her family and land when she wished, her 'coming in' to the settlement was
attractive to Dawson's designs of economic utility.
Dawson was keen to show the ability of Aboriginal people to integrate into the
European community. The rapid establishment of the AA Company settlement was
largely due to the efforts of Aboriginal labour and the integration of the Aboriginal
community had become necessary for the effective management of both business and
domestic life. 17 Although Dawson had brought a large contingent of settlers with him
from England and retained the services of convicts, Aboriginal labour was cheap and
to some extent, dependable. 18 The absence of domestic labour from the settlement was
sorely felt, as demonstrated by an incident following the expulsion of the Aborigines
from the settlement as punishment for a theft.

The first complaints that reached me after they were gone, were, that all the white families
were without any servants to assist them in their domestic affairs- nobody to carry water, no
fish to be had, nor fire-wood, no messengers, &c. &c. In short, the place appeared a gloomy
and almost deserted village, whose cheerfulness and conveniences, it was now clearly seen,
had in a great measure depended upon those hitherto calumniated outcasts of the world. I was
repeatedly asked when the blacks would return, both by men and women, as they did not
know what to do without these useful folks.
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This passage was related in A Present State of Australia, written after Dawson's
acrimonious dismissal from the company, and thus could be seen as a vindication of
his confidence and reliance in Aborigines. This quote also indicates the absence of
coercion and force in cross-cultural relations and demonstrates the 'cheerfulness' that
the white community derived from the Aboriginal presence. By representing the
integration of the Aboriginal community into the European settlement, like Threlkeld,
Dawson is demonstrating the ease with which Aboriginal women could be
domesticated and utilised for his economic mission.

The extent to which women were used for the Company's economic gain is
demonstrated by their employment as wool pickers. Dawson was very keen to
communicate the dependability, affordability and indispensability of the Aboriginal
women to the Colonial Committee. 19 He states:

They have been employed... for the last two or three months in picking out the seeds and other
extraneous substances introduced into the wool and they have performed the work so
successfully as to give us reason to hope that the little delay that has occurred and the trifling
cost of a small quantity of Biscuit Flour, or Tobacco, will be the only inconveniences in the
end that will be sustained. 20

By emphasising the capabilities and the worth of the women he asserted their
reliability and the invaluable assistance they provided for the company. Dawson's
19 The Colonial Committee was responsible for the local management of the AA Company and reported
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efforts paid dividends for him and the company; at least that is what he claimed. The
reliability of the women is emphasised by Dawson who illustrated their dependability
on the sickness of their overseer:

But as the Native Women have never deserted their employment under him, it will be
completed in good time to be sent home with the ensuing clip, and I have no idea that I can be
got ready sooner. The process of picking is tedious beyond conception.

By getting the women to complete tasks 'tedious beyond conception' and paying them
'the trifling cost of a small quantity of Biscuit Flour, or Tobacco', Dawson also
demonstrates their economic worth. As historian of the Dhan-Gadi Aborigines, Barry
Morris has argued, under 'a market mentality people were valued according to their
instrumental worth' and were paid accordingly. 21

The positive effects of Dawson's relations with the Aboriginal people at
Carrington are reflected by Colonel Dumaresq, who reiterates Dawson's good
treatment and the positive effect of their labour. 22 He reports:

That Mr Dawson's treatment of the Native is mostly excellent, that there were about 600
around him, that they come down in tribes - that he does not appear to apprehend depredation
from them - they have not taken even a cob of com. - that he does not constrain them in any
way - that he endeavours to create wants among them; their labour is useful in various ways
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... His influence over them is very great and has enabled him to bring together in hannony
hostile tribes. 23

Dumaresq demonstrated that by creating wants, or domesticating the Aborigines to
the extent that they desire material goods, Dawson has ensured the reliability of their
labour. Yet despite the willingness of colonial commentators such as Dumaresq to
commend Dawson's treatment of the Aborigines and to see the value of their labour,
this attitude was not shared amongst those that wielded the most political and
economic power in the colony. Dawson's attitudes towards Aboriginal women in the
workforce would bring him into conflict with James Macarthur, compounding the
already tenuous position he held in the company and demonstrating the conflicting
attitudes towards the domestication of Aboriginal women.

James Macarthur was a privileged and educated 'native born' colonial and
acted as a leading member of the local committee for the A. A. Company. As a
capitalist who saw the large ownership of land as a ticket to influencing the prosperity
of the colony, Macarthur is representative of a growing colonial class in early
Australia. 24 This class and Macarthur in particular, represented Aboriginal women
with a notable absence of British humanitarian ideals and Enlightenment notions.
Their representation was based on experience of the 'real' Aborigine, a figure
completely different to the noble savage that Dawson believed in and one that was
increasingly conflicting with the expanding frontier. Macarthur's beliefs of the
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rightful European occupation and utilisation of the land are key to understanding his
representation of Aboriginal women, as to him, Aboriginal people represented one of
the most significant encumbrances to capitalistic gain.25

Macarthur is a negative rejoinder to Dawson's positive representation of
Aboriginal women. Macarthur was adamant that Dawson's sentiments were ill
advised regarding the employment of Aboriginal women.

With respect to the issues to Natives, I am of opinion that much expense is thus needlessly
incurred, for the purpose either of indulging a whimsical vanity on the part of Mr Dawson, or
of keeping up a delusion in the eyes of the British Public. I would by all means recommend
the treatment of the Natives with kindness and with generosity, but there are bounds which
cannot be overstepped without evil consequences, and I consider that at Port Stephens these
bounds have been far exceeded, both in the presents which have been made to them, and in the
disgusting familiarity in which they are countenanced and encouraged.26

Those 'evil consequences' would soon become apparent. Only two months later his
father, John Macarthur, issued a decree that forbade any form of contact between the
European and Aboriginal communities on pain of 'Fine and Imprisonment, the
Prisoners by Corporal punishment and reduction of the usual Indulgences'. 27 Both
John and James Macarthur were by this time increasingly hostile to Dawson and
25
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wished to discredit him. John saw that sexually transmitted disease 'proceeded to a
length of almost entirely putting a stop to the further increase of the Native
Population, and has made no inconsiderable number of the Prisoners incapable of
Labour. '28 Sexual contact between Aboriginal women and the AA Company male
settlers and convicts was reducing productivity and it was on this ground that the AA
Company was able to justify attacking Dawson and his attempts at domestication. The
representation of Aboriginal women as being void of virtue and in propagating
diseases was an important tool used by Macarthur to discredit Dawson. After
outlining the involvement of the Aboriginal women in reducing the productivity of the
convicts, Mr Bowman, brother-in-law of Macarthur and shareholder in the company,
stated 'This when contrasted with Mr Dawson's Reports of the progress he was
making in civilising the Natives may assist in removing the delusion he has attempted
to keep up. '29
Through their alleged lack of domestication, the Aboriginal women presented
a moral and physical threat to Macarthur and the AA Company. Damaris Bairstow,
historian of the AA Company, states that Macarthur considered Aborigines to be 'an
affront to the sensibilities of civilized men. '30 He records how Macarthur wrote in his
diary after visiting Carrington:
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The women are quite as bad if not worse than the men ...There are also various infamous
rep orts in common circulation utterly without foundation I have no doubt yet their mere
existence does incalculable evil upon this settlement.31

The 'various infamous reports' referred to were probably the accounts of Dawson
who, as we have seen, was keen to demonstrate the positive aspects of cross-cultural
interactions. Macarthur's belief that the existence of Aboriginal women in the
settlement brought with it an 'incalculable evil' demonstrates the danger that both
domesticated and undomesticated Aboriginal women presented to Macarthur. Whilst
Macarthur's efforts led to a temporary cessation of domestication at Carrington, by
looking forward a few decades, it is evident that Dawson's original efforts had
longstanding effects.

Recording experiences of his childhood, twenty to thirty years after the
dismissal of Dawson, William Scott provides an interesting insight into the shifts in
representation and position of Aboriginal women. Scott's representation is another
white masculine

representation

of Aboriginal

women's domestication, yet

demonstrates the extent to which domestication had become common. Scott was born
on the AA Company settlement in 1844, but his experiences were recorded some time
after his residence in the area, and were only published in 1929, at a time when the
colonial frontier had retreated into the relatively safe distance of the past.32 Scott's
claim that his father had been made 'an honorary blood-brother of the tribe' and that
his sister was fluent in speaking the Worimi language might indicate a willingness to
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admit a close familiarity with everyday Aboriginal cultural practice. 33 Although it
seems that the Aborigines had managed to maintain a semblance of their traditional
life, their domestication and effective integration into the Carrington settlement during
the time of Scott's childhood reduced their otherness and thus their threat, perhaps
making the Scott family more willing to interact with the Aboriginal people.

In Scott's account many women seem to have lived around the settlement, and
were reliant on the food and shelter that the Europeans were still providing. He states:

One of the gins, 'Old Mammy,' discovering the body of the faithful little animal [the family
pet] in the yard, sat down beside it and began a mourning howl that she maintained for an
interminable time. At last, to our relief, she desisted. Coming up to the house she demanded
payment. We naturally demanded to know what the payment was for. 'Oh,' she exclaimed
'For crying for your dog.' We explained that she had not been asked to perform this sad rite
for the dead. 'That doesn't matter,' she said. 'I did it.' To get rid of her we complied with her
demand for some 'plour, chugar and tea.'34

Scott, at the distance of some years, finds this anecdote an amusing example of the
older Aboriginal women's guile. By representing her as shrewd in her demand for
food and tea for the labour she had just performed, Scott demonstrates the extent to
which dependence had become an unremarkable feature of relations at Carrington.
This complacency marks a shift in the representation of women's labour, from
Dawson who employed the women within the structure of the company to Scott's
'Old Mammy' who was transforming the meaning of labour. 35 However, domestic
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service was still very much pursued in more traditional areas of household labour, as
demonstrated by Scott's representation of the laundress Fanny Steward.
The attachment of Fanny to the settlement demonstrates the degree to which
Aboriginal domestication had become standard and displays the positions they were
increasingly occupying. Scott somewhat patronisingly represents Fanny as one of 'the
two most intelligent aboriginals I knew.'36 The representation of her position in the
Scott family is interesting as she appears to inhabit a boundary space between her
traditional life and the domestic demands of her occupation. This boundary position is
demonstrated by Scott's attempt to view an object very similar to the mu-ra-mai
mentioned by Threlkeld:

We children were out for a walk with our faithful servant Fanny, when I, noticing a big
mangrove tree on the edge of the bay, climbed its top-most branches. In a hollow fork I
discovered one of these mystery bags and displayed my prize excitedly to the group on the
ground. Fanny, on seeing I, became greatly agitated and ordered me to restore it to its hiding
place at once. Before doing so, however, I peered into it and only saw a piece of rock crystal.
Fanny implored us to maintain silence about the find, her perturbation being so intense and
impressing us so strongly, that we never mentioned the matter afterwards. 37

Her agitation at seeing the sacred object in the tree was well placed if one recalls the
statements of Threlkeld who claimed that Aboriginal men had attempted to kill the
woman who had viewed the mu-ra-mai. Fanny appears to have some control over the
boys, which would imply a level of respect, allowed by her domestication and
integration into the settlement. Her domestication also allowed Scott's parents to trust
Fanny to the extent that they placed their children in her care. This level of intimacy
36
37
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within the family suggests a higher degree of comfort; an intelligent and domestically
capable woman was perceived as far more reliable than 'Old Mammy' with her
pitiable dependence on the settlement and her lack of industry. The fact that the
children decided to keep the secret, at least up until the point of publication,
demonstrates some tact and cultural sensitivity on their part and is perhaps an example
of cultural exchange as well as the domestication of Fanny.

Whilst these representations reveal a picture of the Aboriginal women's
position on the frontier, they do not indicate their whole life experience. Yet by
looking at these accounts and by viewing their mention of women as washerwomen,
childminders and wool sorters, it is evident that women were being employed or at the
least, detained, in domestic service. Their pay was certainly not equal to European
pay, yet their proximity to settlements and the exchange of food, shelter and
protection provided perhaps the most useful payment at the time. 38 Despite Barry
Morris' reflection that a person is paid according to their perceived economic worth,
the payment of provisions to Aboriginal women rather than cash perhaps allowed
them to remain on their tribal lands for longer. 39 It is certain that women were
mentally and physically placed into a domesticating space where they were pushed
into adopting European customs, skills, food, morals and religion. From Threlkeld's
attempts to 'save' Aboriginal women through domestication, to Dawson's attempts to
use his success at domestication to show the profitability of Aboriginal women and
from the attacks made by the Macarthur's to erase the participation of Aboriginal
women in the colonial effort, to the nostalgic reminiscences of Scott, it is clear that
domestication was a powerful factor in cross-cultural relations. With implications for
38
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the ensuing century, what is most clear is that domestication was a destiny Aboriginal
women were increasingly unable to escape in an ever enclosing white society.
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Conclusion
The Newcastle and Hunter Valley frontier of the nineteenth century had severe
physical, mental, social and cultural affects on Aboriginal women. An indication of
the effects of colonisation on the population was given by William Scott who stated:

When I departed from Port Stephens in 1873 to go to Queensland the tribe had dwindled to
about fifty members. Perhaps there were fewer than that. I often wonder nowadays whether
there are any surviving of that once happy, care-free companionship of the woods. 1

Despite the effect of colonisation on the whole community, women were faced with
gender specific issues. Subjected to the violence of the supplanting community and
compelled into domestic service roles, Aboriginal women suffered from a specific
form of colonisation centred on gender. An understanding of these issues has been
missing from traditional approaches to Newcastle and Australian history, due to the
male-dominated space of the frontier, the male-dominated sources and the male
dominated representation of Aboriginal women. This thesis has extracted and
analysed these experiences in order to reinstate the female experience in Newcastle
local history.

As demonstrated in chapter two, violence and sexual contact were key
elements in the experience of Aboriginal women. Threlkeld, as an observer who
noticed the moral and physical outrages perpetrated against Aboriginal women, offers
the most important information on the women's position in relation to sexual contact
and violence. By expressing his outrage at the cross-cultural cohabitation occurring
1
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throughout the Hunter Valley, Threlkeld provided information on the sexual use of
Aboriginal women and their movement between European and Aboriginal societies.
Similarly, by documenting his interactions with Aboriginal women, Threlkeld reveals
a disturbing incidence of both senseless violence against Aboriginal women and
attempts to abduct Aboriginal girls for sexual abuse. Other commentators such as
Peter Cunningham reaffirm Threlkeld's assertions that sexually transmitted disease
was prevalent amongst Aboriginal women and it is Threlkeld who demonstrates how
destructive the diseases were on the Aboriginal communities. By representing
Aboriginal women as the cause of disease, Cunningham reflects the attitudes of the
colonial society towards Aboriginal women as lacking virtue, demonstrating the low
position women held in this new society. The decline of the Aboriginal population is
specifically addressed by various clergy reporting on the conditions of the
neighbouring Aborigines, revealing the issue of infanticide. Although the male
commentators do not consider the relevance of infanticide to the Aboriginal women,
Lynette Russell has suggested how infanticide could have been a significant form of
resistance in increasingly unbalanced power relationships. Reports of the cessation of
infanticide indicate that a unique situation was occurring among the women in the
Newcastle region, demonstrating the erosion of women's traditional power.

Chapter three shows how integral domestication became to the colonial project
and emphasises the significance that male representations have had on our
understanding of Aboriginal women. By attempting to reduce the threat of the 'other'
that Aboriginal women presented, the various white male commentators responded in
ways tailored to their situation. As a missionary, Threlkeld's representation of
Aboriginal women was reflective of his mission to convert and civilise. His
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representation of domestic proclivity amongst the women serves to justify his mission
and is aligned to his belief that all humans are capable of salvation. By comparing the
abject state in which Aboriginal women lived in their traditional societies to the
potential benefits they could reap from conversion to Christianity and the necessary
domestication, Threlkeld demonstrated the extent to which women needed to be
saved. Whilst the women were not as domestically integrated as in Dawson's
community, Threlkeld's comments and observations reveal the positions that
Aboriginal women were beginning to inhabit.
Dawson's representation of Aboriginal women and their potential for
domestication rested on mercantile rather than missionary ideals. By emphasising the
capabilities of Aboriginal women, particularly those elderly women whom he
believed had a greater desire to domesticate themselves, Dawson attempted to justify
his integration of the Aboriginal community into the AA Company community at
Carrington. Dawson's recount gives historians the best picture of domestic life during
this period as Aboriginal women are seen attached to households as domestic servants
and employed for the company. White opposition to Aboriginal women's
domestication is clearly evident in the representation of Aboriginal women by James
Macarthur. Aboriginal people, domesticated or otherwise, were in conflict with
Macarthur's attempts to aggressively pursue the economic potential of the Australian
land. He illustrated the danger that Aboriginal women presented to the colonising
project by outlining their role in spreading sexually transmitted diseases and
subsequently reducing productivity of the company. By doing this, Macarthur
demonstrated the moral and physical threat that Aboriginal women presented to both
the company and society. Despite Macarthur's rejection of Aboriginal women,
domestication and domestic service remained important for the remainder of the
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century. William Scott's recollections are significant in their representation of
domestication in the later part of the century and into the twentieth century when his
recollections were published. The life of the servant Fanny, sketchily recovered from
Scott's account, demonstrates how the position of Aboriginal women had shifted,
along with their representation.

Through understanding the severe impact that colonisation had on Aboriginal
women, this thesis retrieves an understanding of the female frontier of the Newcastle
and Hunter Region during the nineteenth century. By analysing the pressures placed
on women and their reactions to these pressures, one gains an appreciation of a
different picture of early Newcastle history, inclusive of Aboriginal women. What is
evident from the representations and recounts of women's lives is that the 'once
happy, care-free companionship of the woods' could no longer exist. Life for
Aboriginal women in the Newcastle and Hunter region was changed forever.
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